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OUR MISSION STATEMENT  
God’s love is at the heart of our Catholic School family. We show this in our 

respect, kindness and love for others and by treating other people as we wish to 

be treated ourselves. We will encourage everyone to be the best that we can be. 

 

 OUR AIMS
 To guide our children to grow in the love of God and build relationships that will enable 

them to make a positive contribution to the school and society. 

 To develop an exciting, challenging and creative curriculum that produces confident and 
successful learners who are the best that they can be. 

 To develop high quality learning that enables every child to flourish, to discover their 
talents and be lifelong learners.  

 To establish a teaching and learning environment that encourages everyone to enjoy, to 
achieve, to be inclusive, to be healthy, and to stay safe. 

 To nurture a strong partnership between home and school.  

 To have respect and understanding for our school, our community and our world, helping 
our children to become responsible citizens and good role models.  
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Learning in Year 4 

 
Learning in the Spring Term 
Welcome back to year 4, we hope you all enjoyed your Christmas break. We have another term of 
interesting and exciting things to learn about. 
 
This term’s connector 

This term our connector is ‘Scary Scandinavians’ 
 
Special Events 
The main event this term is our residential trip to York from Wednesday 15th – Friday 17th March 
 
Thursday 26th January  Year 4 Prayer service 
Monday 20th March   Reconciliation Service 
Tuesday 21st March   Viking Museum 
 
Aim/Key skills we are focusing on: 
The school aims we are focusing on are making a positive contribution.  The keys skills are: 

 Applying our knowledge to solve a range of problems 

 Working as a team. 

 Listening carefully to others. 

 Being safe and staying healthy. 

 Evaluating and improving our work. 

 Taking risks with our learning and challenging ourselves. 

Challenge and celebration 
Create Viking artefacts to display in our Viking Museum. 
We will celebrate our learning by inviting parents and the children in year 3 to our museum. 
 
Homework 
We will be continuing with our policy of setting maths homework on a Monday, Spellings on 
Tuesday and other subjects on Thursday when needed. We would like to remind you that children 
should read every night and you should please support them by regularly discussing their reading 
and asking them questions which should be recorded in their reading record books. Homework 
should also be monitored and signed on a weekly basis.   
 
Contact 
4K St. Kea Mr Daniel Kitcatt   mrkitcatt@st-thomas.surrey.sch.uk   
4P St. Peter Miss Mary Petley                   misspetley@st-thomas.surrey.sch.uk 

  
We really hope that Miss Petely will be back with us again soon. In the meantime Mrs Reid is leading 
the class. She can be contacted via email to the office at office@st-thomas.surrey.sch.uk. Please just 
add FAO Mrs Reid (4P) in the subject line. Thank you. 
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NEVER GIVES UP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A St Thomas’ Learner makes S=P+A+C+E for 
their learning 

We believe that St Thomas’ Learners can achieve Success through Perseverance 

together with a really positive Attitude, confidence and, of course, effort.  



At St Thomas of Canterbury we promote high expectations with the children by 
encouraging them to have a growth mindset and a can do attitude. 

We discuss with the children the importance of working outside their comfort zone 
and in their challenge zone 

 

 
 
 

Concepts we try to foster 

 That it is ok to make mistakes and that we learn from them. 

 If we get 100% in a task, are we really learning/pushing ourselves? 

 We only learn when we challenge ourselves. 

Research shows these attitudes help children to become resilient and lifelong learners.  
 
 
 
 

 



 

Discrete … 
Understand how members of a community support each 
other. 
Understand the Eucharistic sacrament. 
Understand the religious importance of the signs and 
symbols connected with Lent and Easter.  
 

Discrete … 
Write clear explanations using organisational features such as 
sub-headings. 
Use a range of connectives. 
Use similes and metaphors. 
Paint a picture by describing settings in detail. 
Read and write stories set in imaginary worlds.  

To recognise negative numbers in terms of temperature. 
To read, compare and order large numbers 
To calculate differences in time. 
Discrete … 
Learn 7, 8 9 x tables 
Add and subtract 3-digit numbers using formal and 
informal methods. 
Multiply 2&3-digit numbers by a single digit. 
Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator. 
Solve problems.  

Vikings 
Understand when and how the Vikings raided the British 
coast.  
Use primary and secondary sources to investigate life 
under the Vikings. 
Order key events chronologically. 
Learn about the resistance to the Vikings led by Alfred the 
Great.  

CONNECTOR 
 

 

 
 

Scandinavia 
To locate and name the countries of Scandinavia and their 
neighbours. 
To understand the similarities and differences in the 
landscape of these countries and the UK. 
To use maps, atlases and globes to learn about countries in 
Northern Europe. 
 

Study the development of lighting through the ages. 
Discrete … 
To design and make a bedside lamp. 
To make improvements to the design. 
To evaluate the lamp design and functionality. 

Record observations in their sketch books. 
Improve drawing and painting techniques through portraits 
and still life. 
Explore how emotions are depicted in painting by famous 
artists such as Edvard Munch. 

Use search technology for independent research into the 
Viking period of history. 
Recognize the advantages and pitfalls of using search 
technology. 
Discrete … 
Use technology safely and respectfully. 
Create and debug simple programs to control an object.  
Use dataloggers to collect and then interpret data.  

Scandinavia/Vikings  
Long boat games. 
 
Discrete … 
Swimming 
Team Games: 
In this unit children learn simple attacking tactics using a 
range of equipment and skills, and start to think about how 



Discrete … 
Know how the volume of a sound can be changed. 
Investigate what sound can travel through. 
Recognize the dangers  involved with electricity 
Making different circuits. 
To create a switch. 
To make predictions about circuits.  

to organise themselves to defend their goals. They start by 
playing small, uneven-sided games, and move on to even-
sided games. 

Building on last term’s skills 
Developing listening, critical and evaluation skills 
Creating an awareness of composers from past times  
Discrete … 
Listening and Appraising – “The Young Persons Guide to 
the Orchestra” by Benjamin Britten 
The instruments of the Orchestra 2 
Singing tables 
Passion Play hymns and music  
Special events … 
Passion Play 

Understand that we need to keep ourselves safe around 
electricity. 
Discrete … 
Understand the different ways contributions we can make to 
our local communities.  
Explore the value of special offers. 
Know how to put someone in the recovery position. 

French 
Building on last term’s skills 
 

 
 
 


